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ABSTRACT 

Management and Security of Court Library materials are a necessity not only because of the 

perishable nature of the resources (books and non books) but also to justify the high cost of Law 

materials. Library materials are prone to destruction if not properly managed and protected by the 

custodians and other stakeholders. 
 

This paper identified nature of court library materials, sources of threats and challenges, as well 

as control measures and safety precautions to prevent the threats. The efforts are to protect, 

prevent and preserve the collections from loss and destruction. Conventional and electronic 

security measures were highlighted, while prints and network based resources were also 

discussed. Recommendations were made and conclusions drawn. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Court libraries in Nigeria have potentials to grow if effective management of their resources 

(books and non books) and adequate security are put in place by the custodians and 

stakeholders. The security of information materials is essential to its optimum exploitation and 

use. While management in this context has to do with those in charge of running affairs, 

security deals with precautionary measures against loss. Effective management and security of 

court library entails a deliberate application of control measures by library staff (book 

custodians) with support from the Court Management to achieve safety and user satisfaction. 
 

In this direction, Omosekejimi, et.al. (2019) quoting Braw (2012), asserted that the security of 

library materials are of utmost important to librarians for the purposes of reducing or avoiding 

unauthorized access to information bearing materials in the library. According to Adomi 

(2008) library materials/resources are the information bearing media which enable the library 

to fulfill its objective of meeting the information needs of the users. 
 

Libraries in their effort to meet the needs of their users collect resources in various sizes and 

formats such as: 

 

Printed word (hard copy), audio and video recordings, CDroms, DVDs, Flash Drive, Microfilms, Microfiche, 

Microforms, Diskettes, visual and electronic generations, telecom facilities and other numerous online 

resources. Library materials change rapidly in our time as more electronic resources emerge due 

to globalization. Sequel to this, Aina (2004) opined that proliferation of these electronic 

resources does not mean that printed copies will disappear from our shelves; rather, the 
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security devices must be improved to ensure that library materials are not stolen or mutilated. 

On this note Omosekejimi, et.al. (2019) lamented that the traditional methods of putting a 

security staff at the entrance or disallowing users from coming into the library with bags have 

not made the books totally safe. And he therefore, suggested a shift to electronic security 

devices such as: Telecommunication/electronics Security System, Building Alarm System, Access Control System, 

Video Surveillance, Telesurvillance (CCTV/Camera), Magnetic Theft Detection system etc. The traditional or 

conventional devices include architectural designs (so that library materials may not be concealed), use of security 

personnel, security hardware, windows & doors protectors with strong bolt locks, etc. 
 

NATURE OF COURT LIBRARIES 

Court libraries according to Koleoso (2006), Anaeme (2015), and several authors, are those 

judicial libraries located within the court premises and other judicial related agencies. They are 

established to serve the judicial arm of government. They serve judges, magistrates, law 

students, practicing lawyers, state counsel, law teachers, etc. The basic functions of the court 

library are to acquire and provide basic law materials in print and non print formats for 

effective dispensation of justice. 

COURT LIBRARY HOLDINGS/MATERIALS 

As a special library, court library holdings include the following: 
Law text books,     Law Reports 
Federal legislations    Foreign publications 

Digest and treaties    Law Journals 

Law Encyclopedia     Law Dictionaries      
Case books     Directories    

Common wealth Publications   Indexes and abstracts    

Newspaper & Magazines   Computers, other ICT facilities 
 

COMMON THREATS/CHALLENGES TO COURT LIBRARY MATERIALS 

These include: 

 Biological enemies such as: bacteria, moulds and mildew (due to wetness from fungal 

actions) insects, rodents, etc. 

 Human enemies such as: theft, burglary, warfare, defacing with red biro or food items, 

careless handling and improper shelving, vandalism, mutilation, improper 

storage/support, etc 

 Natural enemies such as: Flood, water, rainstorms, earthquakes, fire, etc. 

 Environmental enemies such as: heat, light, moisture, pollution/dust, black sooth etc.  

 Chemical enemies such as: acidity or alkalinity of the paper, etc.  
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 Structural enemies such as: location of the floor, improper room ventilation, poor light 

gadgets, structural defects, etc. 

 Mechanical enemies such as: rough handling, improper packaging and substandard 

devices etc. 

The list is endless but a deliberate neglect by the court library staff not to protect and 

preserve the library materials is a misjudgment and may be treated as an unwritten crime 

against humanity. 

WAYS TO IMPROVE SECURITY OF LIBRARY MATERIALS 

 TRAININGS 

Very crucial in the management and security of library materials. All the collections 

(books etc  and gadgets  will require skills and competence to be managed/maintained. 

In this regard, Adedeji (1999) warned that if training is not initiated, every effort in 

security of library materials is a colossal waste as sabotage will be very high. 

 FUNDING 

Inadequate funding is the mother of all threats to security of Court Library materials. 

Funding is crucial in the planning, acquisition, maintenance of collections, technical 

equipment, power supply and others; without which the whole effort is a sham. 

 STAFFING 

For effective and efficient court library security, Eteng (2005) cautioned that employing 

skilled manpower will be a sine qua non. Different categories of staff will be required in 

the library to assist the professional librarians for optimum performance.  

 ACCOMMODATION 

Well lit, spacious, properly structured, purposely built and accessible accommodation 

will be considered. Guarded water taps, electrical surges, properly fixed doors and 

windows, non water logged, air conditioners and sound proof system will be most ideal. 

 POLICY ON SECURITY AND MISSION STATEMENT 

 Policy on security and mission statement will guide the court management and the 

library staff on the services required, ethics on safety and use, even after a change of 

political leadership. 
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 FUMIGATION 

Very important from season to season to deter rodents, ants, snakes and other dangerous 

animals/reptiles from destroying the collections. 

 ELECTRONIC SECURITY GADGETS 

Modern electronic gadgets such as Video and Telesurvillance (CCTV) be considered. 

Others are Surveillance Camera, Buglar Protection using censors, Collection Security 

with Magnetic Theft Detection devices (for an alarm at exit points) as well as Electronic 

Access Control devices using plastic card to grant access and several other security 

gadgets can be installed. 

 TRADITONAL/CONVENTIONAL SECURITY METHODS 

Include windows protection with locks, guards, grills, iron bars, wiremesh, screen, 

films, key operated bolts & locks and not with a latch. Door keys must be properly 

secured by the library staff only. Doors protection must have cylindrical locks, dead 

bolts, holes, mortise locks, iron bars. Others are the use of official stamp on secret page 

to be agreed upon, ownership stamp and accession numbers, strong book shelves and 

barriers, fences, architectural designs (without toilet close to reading areas), security 

hardwares, personnel at exit points, all the aforementioned discussed measures, etc. 

 PRESERVATION AND CONSERVATION TECHNIQUES 

These are measures to recover or protect law materials from damage by 

converting/saving them in storage facilities such as: CDs, DVDs, memory cards, etc. 

 CRIMINALIZING SALE OF SECOND HANDBOOKS 

Libraries through Librarian Council of Nigeria (LRCN) in collaboration with NJI to 

sponsor bills criminalizing sale of second hand books at the National & State Houses of 

Assembly. Dada (1999) described the effect of Tokunbo Market of secondhand law 

books as unfortunate. The booming of this market provides a safe haven for the theft 

and burglary of library materials. A law prescribing punishment for theft of law 

materials can be a deterrent to the act.  

 INSURANCE COVER 

This is a risk or loss distribution mechanism. It is not a device to prevent loss per se. 

Library acquisition and networking involve huge financial outlay hence the need for 

insurance cover against theft & damage.  
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To note is that any insurance policy for court library material because of their dynamic 

nature should specify replacement value rather than fair market value. To note also for 

security reasons, the insurance company shall make a video recording of all library 

books and equipment to avoid doubts later and to reduce visits to locus inquo. The 

policy shall also provide a replacement costs, cover theft, accidental breakage, damage 

due to electricity etc. 

TYPES AND OPERATION OF ELECTRONIC SECURITY DEVICES 

Court Library can install the following electronic devices: 

a) Bulglar Protection using sensors – Active or passive to detect legitimate users or 

intruders. 

b) Collection Security – Books, CDs, DVDs, Newspapers, Cassettes can have magnetic 

security device (chip) attached on these materials to raise alarm at exit point if the 

materials were not properly checked out. The two magnetic detection devices can be 

Electromagnetic and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) located at the library exit. 

c) Electronic Access Control – to control entry and exit into library building by 

automatically unlocking the door with just PLASTIC ACCESS CARD in already programmed 

software, including monitoring to restricted areas. It uses credit card to operate and 

functions as car remote control. These facilities operate using Biometrics such as Finger 

Prints, Palm Recognition, Password etc.  

d) Video Surveillance – Video Surveillance and Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) 

System, serve as monitor and record security, deter crime and ensure safety while 

evidence is handy. Decisions on the type of camera, locations to view, etc very 

important. The purpose is to detect, observe, monitor, record observations with 

accuracy, and provide real time and date of incident. 

e) Surveillance Camera – uses Technology of Video Content Analysis (VCA) used to 

determine nature of movement, whether for searching or for mischief, to monitor drive 

way to library buildings, monitor park areas, library shelves and hidden corners. It 

enhances safety and protects entire building.  

BENEFITS OF ELECTRONIC SECURITY DEVICES 

- Have ability to protect large areas at a time with precision as to time and date. 
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- Maximum security with large coverage of collections 

- Prevent theft – CCTV combined with bar code and Magnetic Book Control do wonders 

- Monitors movement of books and easy tracing 

- Very flexible because camera can be repositioned 

- Remote monitoring is also guaranteed with Network Video Recorder (NVR) which 

allows libraries to place their footage in the internet. Make the security of the library 

easier. 

PROBLEMS/CHALLENGES OF ELECTRONIC SECURITY DEVICES 

- It is capital intensive to acquire and maintain.  

- Lack of skilled manpower to operate and maintain, power supply dependent. 

- Hardware and software failures require the job of engineers which are very expensive. 

- Need for electronic security software update  

SOLUTIONS TO ELECTRONIC SECURITY DEVICES 

1) Enlightenment of the parents’ organization on the benefits of telecommunication 

security system. 

2) User education for the staff to be able to operate the machine(s). 

3) Employ an engineer for consistency. 

4) Have good alternative power supply eg inverter/solar panel system, generators. 

5) Commercialize some of the services of the court library such as photocopy of 

appointment and promotion gazettes, charging money for CAS, reference services, etc.  

6) Any other services as the court may deem fit. 

NETWORK SECURITY CHALLENGES 

Technological advances into the area of information acquisition, storage, and delivery is 

making it possible to expand access to information beyond the libraries confines due to the 

shift from manual acquisition to electronic resources. IFLA (2001) observed that as more 

information resources migrate from print to media (non print) so is the user communities from 

small unit into a global network giving rise to the following issues/challenges. 

NETWORK SECURITY BEHAVIOURS 

Movement from print to media introduces service content delivery and emerging issues of risk 

management. All networks that want to avoid the risk must take precautions such as  

(a) Identification of causes of loss 
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(b) Connection of known vulnerabilities 

(c) Facilitation of recovery of loss 

(d) Avoidance of loss 

(e) Review security alerts 

(f) Apply current practices of protection against risk 

BENEFITS OF NETWORK SECURITY TO LIBRARIES  

i) Libraries spend less time to reconfigure workstation settings 

ii) Recover from mischief that patrons may introduce 

iii) Correct system and server problems resulting from unauthorized use  

iv) Minimize loss of data 

v) Avoid system corruption and disablement 

vi) Reduce risks of attackers (from internal and internet networks) breaking into 

library’s system thereby rendering the systems unstable  

vii) Provide defence against accident or malicious deletion or alteration of data residing 

on network servers. 

NETWORK RESOURCES 

The ICT requirements, software and data make up a networking system. The data shared on 

network is often vulnerable to attacks by:  

a) Crackers – Those that specialize in breaking into web servers and deface web pages. 

They write software that enable them destroy vulnerable networks 

b) Creation of virus such as Trojan horse, Bots, etc use them to attack networks and 

destroy other peoples work. 

c) A careless staff may give out the library password for gratification or a disgruntled staff 

may trade the library password to harm the entire system. 

MODES OF ATTACKS TO LIBRARY NETWORKS 

These modes of attacks come in the following ways: 

 Fraudsters can use library computers to send coded messages to insurgents or drug 

syndicates. 

 The use of library facilities to send death threats. 

 Sending fake letters of business or invitation to job interviews to their victims 
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 A Library work station can be used to hack into/reach Aso Rock website to get 

privilege information. 

 The method of nest building i.e installing of software tools which allows them to cover 

their tracks so that any network that discovers a “break in” will on investigation 

“deadend” at the library computer. 

Sequel to this, Bellovin (2018) suggested a list of threats to electronic/network based 

security likely in the library system  :- 

 No data backups    

 No protection of password 

 Accidents (operators error) 

 Damage to equipment 
 Theft of equipment 

 Web server defacement 

 Nest building (installing of personal software for mischief) 
 Work station configuration 

 Viruses on workstation 

 Unauthorized Access to data 

 Lack of funds to operate, maintain, replace obsolete network facilities and provide stable power supply, 
etc. 

 

SOLUTIONS TO NETWORK SECURITY CHALLENGES 

o Sensitive information to be guarded following basic rules. 

o Always log out of server at finish of tasks. 

o Do no log on with password from public work station outside the library. 

o Each staff is assigned a personal account, so that no one reveals to another. 

o Staff must get approval to give password to a vendor coming to work on the system for 

accountability purposes. 

o Always keep network configuration information confidential. 

o Do not use library credit card to purchase products online (because credit cards 

sometime have administrative account number. 

o Exit the web browser when having finished using network to clear the browsers cache 

history list. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is a notorious fact that our court libraries largely house prints. However, we cannot 

attend to that alone disregarding the network based materials. Presently, information 

and telecommunications are on the high way speed lane, with our daily transactions in 
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banking, industries, legal services and others being ICT dependents. As libraries are 

becoming network based so are their security challenges. To reduce loss in the libraries 

therefore, we must consider these: 

- The National Judicial  body in charge to recommend a policy guideline on security of 

court library materials.  

- Initiate a disaster recovery plan against theft and damaged equipment on workstations 

- Time frame to replace obsolete equipment stated in the policy 

- Periodic maintenance of computer and other ICT facilities stated. 

- Library materials/equipment kept in a designated room and accessible to only 

authorized persons. 

- Deadbolts, locks, iron bars installed in all doors and windows at entrances and exit points 

- Lock up system recovery discs e.g ghosting discs, emergency repair discs to be installed. 

- Protection against power surges with big stabilizers. 

- Only library staff to be in control of their door keys for accountability. 

- Library building to be purposely built not a make shift or improvised and power system 

inspected regularly. 

- Security personnel must be trained and motivated. 

- Serial numbers of all the library equipment and other library materials to be recorded to 

easily notice a loss.  

- Insurance policy to be considered and sustained. 

- Traditional & electronic method of library security to be considered.  

- Antivirus softwares must be updated annually, computers to have password and 

inference control query before anyone could log in. 

- Building design must not be prone to security hazards, while functional fire 

extinguishers be maintained 

- Passing Laws by the National and State Assemblies prescribing, protecting and treating 

court library materials as a sui generis. 
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CONCLUSION 

Management and security of court library materials are not a one man’s business. The 

effect of globalization on security of library materials cannot be wished away, but 

requires improved budgetary allocations. The traditional and electronic security devices 

provide maximum protection for library materials, equipment, patron and entire 

building. 

 

Acquiring and maintaining court library modern security gadgets is financially 

demanding but not insurmountable, if there is political will and adequate budgetary 

support. Vultures and eagles cannot hold a meeting together. As court library security 

cannot be achieved in a laisser faire manner.  For effective security results, there must 

be synergy between the court management, library staff, users and other stakeholders, 

but failure to so do may amount to volenti non fit injuria. And as court library staff, it is 

a trite law that injury one causes self does not attract any remedy. 
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